
POWER YOUR IT

MANAGED SECURITY SERVICES

Reliable Managed Security Services To Safeguard the Integrity of 
Your Data and Network Operations

Our team at ITEK take the security of your information seriously and have put in place a 
rigorous set of data protection solutions designed to safeguard your confidential data. With our 
sophisticated tools and industry-leading practices, you’ll have the peace of mind that comes 
with knowing your business is protected to the highest degree.
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ITEK prevents, detects and responds to all threats that might affect any of your organization’s 
assets. We deploy layered protection for your endpoints and perform regular endpoint risk 
analytics and management. The Managed Antivirus solution significantly reduces the data 
breach risk and investigation efforts with state-of-the-art threat prevention methods.

When it comes to workstations, ITEK team custom configures to your standard. Our 
solution provides powerful Antivirus protection, highlights potential risks and creates 
service tickets on issues automatically.

Our Security experts apply the best practices for firewall management for your business. 
We have years of experience defending companies against professional cyber attacks 
by implementing Firewall auditing, config, monitoring and alerts. The process includes 
consistent security prevention & intrusion detection; setting up geography-based firewall 
rules; and content & web search filtering.
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Your servers are in good hands with ITEK! Our Managed Server solution can guarantee 
reliable availability and uptime as we offer powerful Antivirus protection, actively monitor 
hardware performance, and creates service tickets on issues automatically.

Our Managed Cloud Backup solution helps you minimize downtime and prevent data loss. 
We back up important data to the Cloud and can quickly recover the exact data you want. 
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ITEK provides in-house data backup services that reduce downtime and shorten recovery 
time. Our goal is to minimize the risk of data loss while keeping your operations up and 
running.

Disaster happens, downtime doesn’t have to. We ensure your data is safe, and secure and 
can be recovered quickly. As we replicate and store your critical data in the Cloud, your 
organization can continue functioning even during a disaster. ITEK’s solution can also reduce 
off-site disaster recovery infrastructure costs. 

POWER YOUR IT
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ITEK’s Managed Email Security solution blocks all malicious inbound email attacks. By adding 
extra layers of defence like email encryption, compliance & retention, we protect your business 
emails from a wide variety of cyber threats.
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